
 
1. How many people were arrested under Section 76 of the Serious Crime Act 2015 for 'Controlling or 
Coercive Behaviour in an Intimate or Family Relationship' in (please provide data for each full year 
respectively): 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
 
2. Also, can you provide a breakdown of the official recorded crime outcomes of the arrests set out 
above in Q1 (charged, cautioned, no further action etc.), for each of the 4 years respectively: 2015, 
2016, 2017 and 2018. 
 
Please see the table below showing arrests under the Serious Crime Act 2015, section 76, from 
01/01/2015 to 30/01/2019. 
 

Year Arrests Arrest outcome 
Charge Reported Other No further action Pending 

2015 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2016 178 18 0 1 159 0 
2017 299 40 6 0 248 5 
2018 511 47 1 5 405 53 

 
 
Notes      
Figures represent the number of arrests made (not individuals) during the period where;  

- the detainee was arrested under the Serious Crime Act 2015, section 76   
- other offences may also be linked to the arrest      

Arrest outcome represents the latest disposal, as at 30/01/2019, for that offence    
- other outcomes may be linked to the record which refer to other linked offences  
- 'Other' disposals includes Transfer to Other Agency, Transfer Out of Force   

   
 
West Yorkshire Police must effectively safeguard victims of domestic abuse and ensure that police 
officers and police staff understand risk factors, assess the full circumstances and document the 
rationale for any decisions they make. Officers take positive action at all stages of the police response to 
protect victims and children, whilst aiming to ensure that the criminal justice system holds the offender to 
account.  In consultation with the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), the force explore all avenues of 
investigation and evidence gathering to build a case and enable informed decision making about 
prosecution, appropriate bail conditions and applications to the court for a domestic violence protection 
notice or order (DVPN/DVPO) or a restraining order.  The force have an excellent working relationship 
with specialist support agencies to ensure that the victim receives the best possible care. 
 
 
 
 
 


